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Stephen K Amos
Highly acclaimed stand-up comedian
Available For:

• Stand Up Comedy
• Hosting & Presenting

MAKE AN ENQUIRY

About
Stephen K Amos has charmed and entertained audiences all over the world with his natural, assured delivery and
his honest, original material. He is filled with an almost childlike joy and exuberance and can find the funny in some
of the most unexpected places.
A gifted actor, Stephen has impressed audiences and critics with his performances on stage and screen and has
proved not only a gift for comedy but also for more serious roles. Comfortable as a performer, presenter, actor and
guest there is no doubt that he will retain his position as one of the nations favourite comedians for a long time to
come.
His debut DVD 'Find the Funny', recorded at the Enmore Theatre Sydney, was released November 2009. Stephen
launched his third tour of the UK in Autumn 2009 with 75 dates across the UK. In 2010 he filmed his debut show
'The Stephen K Amos Show' for BBC2 and released his second DVD 'The Feelgood Factor'. Watch out for his fifth
stand-up comedy show 'Laughter Is My Agenda' touring nationwide in 2012.
Aside from being one of the nation's favourite faces on television, Stephen K Amos is a prolific writer and
performer releasing a new hour-long show every year and touring all over the world at festivals. He has performed
in some of the UK's most loved theatres and also appeared at the Royal Variety Show in 2007.
Stephen K Amos is in constant demand as an actor and headliner on the international comedy circuit and for
corporate events.
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Where do you start describing a
performer who should really be given six
out of five? Stephen K Amos returns to
the fringe with one of his best shows
yet... It's pure cheek numbing, tearinducing entertainment.

After an hour of this man's stand up, my
cheeks were aching from grinning so
heartily, his humour is that infectious.
The Scotsman.

The Sunday Express





Fantastic, Stephen was really excellent.
We are so happy. There was lots of
laughter and we had one of the best
responses we have ever had

He was excellent! The crowd loved him
and said he was a pleasure to work with,
so pleased.
The Claims Awards

Investment Association Annual Dinner





My client was absolutely delighted with
Stephen, especially as he circulated with
the guests after his appearance.

Stephen was excellent! A first rate act,
very funny, he engaged really well with
the audience. Such a nice man who even
helped out on the raffle. The feedback
has been excellent!

Bestway Cash and Carry Gala Dinner

Movers and Shakers Gala Dinner





Definitely the best comedian we ever
had - to say the crowd were kept amused
would be nothing short of a gargantuan
understatement. Outstanding.

Stephens interaction with the audience
was brilliant... the mark of a great talent.
It had been a very emotional evening and
I know many who have tried and failed.
We will definitely be booking Stephen K
Amos again.

Toshiba

National Carers Awards

Books and DVD's

TAGS FOR STEPHEN K AMOS

Stand up Comedian
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Observational Comedy

BAME

